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ULSTER UNIONIST PARTY CONFERENCE : 19-20 OCTOBLn 1979
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Miss Ireland and i attended the open session of the UUP
Conference in the Stormont Hotel on Saturday 20 October .
This 'vas the first occasion on \'lhich the NrO had been invited
to attend a UUP conference as observers . It is important to
not~ that the policy making body in the party is the Party
Executive and not the Party Conference . A full record of the
debates is attached~ and a complete set of Conference papers is
held in Division 3(B) .
The two debates of main interest to the NrO were those on
politics and security . The political debate revealed the
tensions that still remain in the party between the integrationists
and the devolutionists . Al though the debate ''las far less outspoken and divisive than at last year' 5 Conference in Enniskillen,

David Trimble, Craig's close colleague and deputy in the Vanguard
movement , took t he lead in questioning the integrationar,y
policies of the leadership. In response , both Enoch Powell
and Molyneaux argued that the party ,../ould continue to work for
a system of devolved go·rern.....ment in Northern Ireland provided
that it did not endanger the union and that it did not confer
contrived privileges on any section of the community . Devolution
was still the party's main objective; but since it was unobtainable
in the short term , the party would seek its subsidiary aim of a
restoration of powers to local government . A policy of devolution
or nothing would, Molyneaux said, lead to nothing .
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In essence , therefore, the party i s still committed to
devolution on their ov."Il terms but will work in the interim
for greater powers to district councils and an upper tier of
loc a l government . Molyneaux listed 4 main objectives ,'{hich
are enshrined in a new policy statement "Maintain the Union \vi th M.olyneaux" - issued at the Conference:
- the unity of the UK end the supramacy of the Westminster
Parliament;
- a system of devolved government that neither endangers the
Union nor confers contrived privileges on any section of the
communi ty;
- equality of rights for all peop le in Ulster and the .enjoyment
in Ulster of the same rights as those enjoyed by other British
citizens ; and
- the end to colonial rule and the restoration of powers to
district councils and of the missing upper tier of local
government . There was no clarification at any stage during
t he Conference of whether the upper tier should be a single
regional councilor three/four councils .
This policy was endorsed unanimously and , .,.;hilst party leaders
recognised that disagreements over the method of achieving
t heir goals would still continue, most thought that Molyneaux
had achieved the vote of confidence that he required . Certainl y ,
neither Martin Smyth nor Jo Cunningham saH Vanguard or the
newly-formed '79 Club' as any major threat . Bill Craig was ,
perhaps significantly , not present at the Conference, apparently
complaining that he had not received an invitation . The inaugural
dinner of the 79 Club which he had addressed at the CUl loden
Hotel on Thursday 18 October (and where he had made a major
speech in favour of devolution) had only been attended by about
29 people, including tlrs Mary 0' Fee and Cllr George Green of
N Dovm District Council , none of whom was of major importance
in the party. Harry \-lest , though ordered by his wife to attend
the dinner on the Friday night, when he was presented with a
gold watch, did not remain for Saturday ' s Debate (unlike his
~nfe) and seeas content in his retirement from active politics •
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In his address to the party, Molyneaux emphasised that he did

"not look with favour on time- wasting talking shops or politi cal
coffee- housing" and warned that he had purposefully rul ed out
inter- party talks on his election to the leadership because
"it was essential that those in authority •. . . should be in
no doubt about the attitude of ~th~7 Party. Because doubt
could have been disastrous in a period ,.;hen plots 'Ilere being
hatched , plots which since have been revealed in the kite - flying
exercises of faceless spokesmen and officials . " What the party
wanted , Molyneaux said , was the implementation of the Conservative
Party manifesto; that surely vIas neither unreasonable nor
inflexible? Privately , Martin Smyth co~ented that the proposal
for an elected consultative assembly which he presumed had been
deliberately leaked to the Belfast Telegraph had been firmly
rejected I<ithin the party leadership as a talking shop and a
waste of time .

On security, there could be no doubting the intensity of feeling
and the debate was enlivened by an iopassioned speech by Cllr
Billy Bleakes, one of the authors of the joint UUP/DUP/UUUP
r esolution on security debated in district councils last week .
Heavier sentences , an end to remission, the r eintroduction of
t he death penalty , administrative detention and economic sanctions
against the Republic 1ailing the implementation of extradition
were calls that received loud applause . Many people privately
commented that whilst they might not have agreed with the
wording or the timing of the joint resolution, it nevertheless
reflected a genuine sense of grass-roots feeling that not enough
was being done on the security front (and that the security
forces were still being held in check by political considerations) .
Michael _~strong's rather bitter pe=sonal attacks on the Secretary
of State were also , somewhat worryingly, endorsed by many
delegates in private .

The party clearly remains worried by Paisley and the DUP but
there was no sign of any desire for a rapprochement . Instead
Paisley was villified from all directions and accused of
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flirting with independence . Several speakers , however , warned
of the danger of losing votes to Paisley if there was too much
emphasis on local government reform , and this may be the reason
that both r-lolyneaux and Powell have maintained the emphasis on
devolution as the party's principal objective . Many privately
recognised that, whilst Alliance \'lere losing votes to the UUP ,
the li1]P \'iere losing support; to the DD?; none seemed particularly
confident of the party's success in an early election .
~'lhole, therefore, I gained the impression of a party
that had suffered a considerable loss of confidence after its
two electoral defeats this year and that \'las still divi ded over
it s constitutional objectives and hOt·, to attain them , but which
\'laS prepared to give Molyneaux its backing in the hope (but not
in the certainty) that he would prove to be an effective leader .

On the

Reaction to the Conference came from Gerry Fitt and John Hume
on Mond~ morning . Gerry Fitt warned the Secretary of State
of strong opposition from the SDLP if he attempted a local
government solution in Northern Ireland and John Hume commented
that there could be no possibility of agree~ent on a devolved
government unless the negative guarantee to the Unionists was
removed . They interpreted the Conference's endorsement of what
was seen as an in.,tegrationist resolution (but Hhich in fact was
a some'tlhat vaguely \'lOrded umbrella motion) as further evidence
of Unionist intransigence and commented bitterly on Molyneaux ' s
rejection of -pm'ler-sharing and partnership and his reference to
inter-party talks as a time - 'vasting talking shop. In the light
of that, media commentators saw little prospect of success for
any Government initiative.
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A E HUCKLE

Division 3(B)
>1. October 1979
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